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ABSTRACT 
A new technique of  uncertainty management in expert systems is proposed. It is 
suggested that the possibility theory-based treatment of  uncertainty (developed by 
D. Dubois and H. Prade) in inference ngines be simplified by using a combination 
of  possibility and necessity measures, namely N + FI - 1, rather than using the 
possibility measure 17 and the necessity measure N separately. This combination is 
denoted by V, and its range is [ - 1, 1]. First it is explained how this measure V is 
derived from the original necessity-possibility measures through a one-to-one 
function, and the meaning of  V is shown precisely. Then the paper describes the 
adaptation of  the different uncertainty propagation and combination methods of  
the Dubois-Prade model to the "'newly'" defined measure. In this conversion the 
implicit behavior o f  each procedure is shown, along with its connection with other 
uncertainty resolution methods. Particularly important is the fact that none of  the 
advantages of  the Dubois-Prade model are lost, especially in the handling of  fuzzy 
facts. This is so because at any given moment it is possible to work with either V 
or the necessity-possibility pair. The proposed uncertainty resolution method offers 
distinct advantages over previous models, such as certainty factors of  MYCIN. 
KEYWORDS: possibility theory, approximate reasoning, uncertainty, cer- 
tainty factors, fuzzy  theory 
INTRODUCTION 
Commonsense knowledge stems from, and is used in, the real-world envi- 
ronment, and in many cases such knowledge is subject o the spanish "quadru- 
ple I "  drawbacks--that is to say, it is uncertain, incomplete, imprecise, and 
inconsistent. 
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Uncertainty derives from two factors. First, the data on which reasoning is 
based are uncertain per se; that is, they are true or false, but there is no way of 
knowing which. This is what happens when a user of an expert system, in a 
particular case, enters some previous data, or when the system itself asks about 
facts that cannot be deduced by means of inference. Second, rules of inference 
are obtained irectly from the expert designing the knowledge base or else are 
purely heuristic. In either case, any such rules are not absolutely trustworthy. 
Many models have been proposed to solve the problems of uncertainty 
propagation. Some of them are very sophisticated. The choice of model will 
greatly influence the kind of knowledge representation used in the system's 
knowledge base. "Simple" models of uncertainty resolution pose problems 
that are still to be solved. For instance, the certainty factor model, used for the 
first time in the MYCIN model (Buchanan and Shortliffe [1]), has been highly 
criticized, especially when relatively long chains of inference appear. 
Furthermore, the spread of expert systems has generated a wide variety of 
tools for the construction of these systems. Sometimes these tools include their 
own methods of handling uncertainty, but in other cases no such possibilities 
are envisaged, even when a specific treatment for uncertainty is built in. In 
such cases, the knowledge ngineer who uses some concrete tool but who is 
not an uncertainty or approximate reasoning researcher tends to use simple 
models for the treatment of uncertainty. This is the reason the model of 
certainty factors is still the most widespread. 
Dubois and Prade [2], following Zadeh's possibility theory, propose a 
relatively simple model for uncertainty management in rule-based expert 
systems. Such a model has been added to a backward-chaining inference 
engine. It is a numeric method, and uncertainty fact quantification is assessed 
by the two measures possibility and necessity. Its advantages, compared with 
those of other simpler models of uncertainty resolution such as certainty 
factors, are very important. On the one hand, it allows work with fuzzy facts 
and at the same time allows for uncertainty and imprecision. The importance of 
this joint treatment is remarkable, because it makes possible the use of all of 
Zadeh's contributions to approximate reasoning, such as his "generalized 
modus ponens." On the other hand, in his proposed inference engine, it is 
possible to choose from among three different uncertainty propagation func- 
tions. This makes the new model more flexible. 
Nevertheless, this last D-P model contribution, in its turn, poses a new 
difficulty. Which propagation function is the most suitable for the type of 
problem that one wants to solve with an expert system? Propagation functions 
in which four variables are involved simultaneously--possibility andnecessity 
of the left-hand side, and sufficiency and necessity degrees of the rule--are not 
simple enough to enable a clear choice to be made between them, nor is their 
comparative behavior easy to establish. It would be desirable, therefore, to 
clarify the meaning and behavior of these functions. 
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From the expert system user's point of view, the quantification of any fact 
uncertainty having the two numeric values possibility and necessity is also a 
disadvantage of the D-P model. 
In this work, a refinement of the D-P model is proposed that will overcome 
these two disadvantages. This model is much easier to implement and much 
clearer in meaning. Specifically, instead of the double possibility-necessity 
measure, a single number is used to quantify a fact's uncertainty in the interval 
[ -  1, 1]. The meaning of this measure is exactly the same as that of the 
MYCIN model's certainty factors: positive values if the user believes that the 
fact is true, negative ones if false, taking the extreme values 1 and - 1 if we 
are treating absolute certainty concerning the truth or falsity of facts. The value 
0 would express total ignorance of a fact's truth or falsity. 
This measure is obtained from the D-P possibility-necessity measures by 
means of a simple one-to-one function (Garcfa del Real [3]). At any time, it is 
possible to pass from the pair (N, 11) to the new measure denoted by V, and, 
conversely, from the single value V it is possible to recover the pair value 
(N, 11). This function allows all propagation and combination uncertainty 
functions of the D-P model to be adapted to the measure V. Such an adaptation 
results in an important clarification of the behavior of the three D-P propaga- 
tion functions and makes it much easier to choose between them. 
None of the advantages of the D-P model are lost in this process. Moreover, 
it is still possible to use fuzzy facts and the results of the Zadeh possibility 
theory. 
A SINGLE VALUE FOR THE UNCERTAINTY VALUATION 
As already stated, the D-P model for the treatment of uncertainty in expert 
systems employs two numeric measures to quantify the uncertainty of all facts 
involved in expert system inferences. These two values are called possibility 
and necessity measures. The importance of employing this double measure lies 
in the strong connection existing between the D-P possibility measure and the 
Zadeh possibility distribution (Zadeh [4]) for fuzzy facts or propositions. 
Hence, a joint treatment of uncertainty and imprecision is possible. 
The main properties of the possibility theory used in the rest of this work are 
as follows: 
11(A U B) = max[n(A) ,n (B) ]  
N(A OB) = min[N(A),N(B)] 
N(A) = 1 -11(  ~ A) 
N(A) > 0 = I-I(A) = 1 
n (A)  < 1 =N(A)  = 0 
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The last two can be expressed as the relation 
max[1 -  N(A) , I I (A ) ]  = 1 
This is the key to establishing the new measure V(A). 
Using this double measure I-I(A), N(A), Dubois and Prade build an 
inference ngine with backward chaining that unites all the classic uncertainty 
resolution mechanisms: 
1. Uncertainty propagation, chaining rules 
2. Uncertainty combination, when several rules end in the same proposition 
3. Uncertainty of propositions composed by the union of other elementary 
propositions 
They further introduce, as a fundamentally new feature, procedures for 
obtaining the uncertainty (necessity, possibility) of fuzzy facts. Reasoning with 
fuzzy facts was carried out by means of a certain version of Zadeh's "gener- 
alized modus ponens" (Zadeh [5], Martin-Clouaire [6]). 
As stated in the Introduction, if what is wanted is a model incorporating 
uncertainty in as simple and comprehensive a way as possible, the D-P model 
has certain drawbacks. The first has to do with any expert system that has a 
specific model of uncertainty treatment added. In fact, when the user uses the 
system to solve a certain problem, he must enter all previous data relating to 
the particular case he is working on. He must further answer questions put by 
the system by means of the user interface, concerning facts from which 
information cannot be obtained by inference. In either case, any answer must 
be accompanied by the user's estimate of the uncertainty of the fact in 
question, and that must be quantified, if the D-P model is used, by the two 
numeric values representing possibility and necessity, respectively. These 
values are not very clear to the user and seem complex to any person 
unfamiliar with specific uncertainty concepts; hence, such double quantification 
is confusing. It may be desirable to evaluate uncertainty using only one 
measure having a clear meaning as to the confidence one might have in the 
truth or falsity of some fact. 
There is a simple way to reduce the double necessity-possibility measure 
(N(p), l-I(p)), to a single value. This will be named V(p) and is obtained 
from the double measure. It is quantified by one number, taking values in the 
interval [ -  1, II. 
In fact, in the D-P model, the measures N(p) and l-l(p) take values in the 
interval [0, 1] and must verify the condition max[1 - N(p), I I (p)]  = 1; that 
is, its variation domain is 
D= {(O, F l (p) ) ln(p)z[o ,1 l}o {(N(p),I)IN(p)z[O, 1]} 
(see Figure 1). 
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In these conditions, the function defined by 
V :D-~ [ -1 ,1 ]  
(N(p) ,  I I (p ) )  ~ V(p)  = N(p)  + H(p)  - l 
is one-to-one, and it is easy to verify. A full analysis of this function is given in 
the Appendix. 
Consequently, from the pair (N(p) ,  H(p)),  with max[1 - N(p),  I I(p)] = 
1, a single value V(p) is obtained. Conversely, due to the fact that the 
function V is one-to-one, it is possible to recover the original values 
N(p) ,  H(p)  starting from a value V(p): 
V( p) >_ 0 ~ / n(p) 1 
{ N(p) V(p) 
N(R)  = 0 
V(p) <_ 0-, rI(p) V(p) + 1 
A deeper analysis of the meaning of the measure V(p) and how a fact's 
uncertainty must be quantified using this value is desirable. 
The value, in extreme situations, of the pair N(p),  H(p)  is described as 
follows. Further the corresponding values that V(p) takes in these cases might 
be tabulated as follows: 
N(p) ,  1-I(p) V(p) Meaning 
(0, 0) - 1 
(0, 1) 0 
(1, l) 1 
p false, with certainty 
Ignorance as to the truth or falsity of p 







Figure 1. Variation domain of (N(p), H(p)). 
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For the intermediate situations, the following values are obtained: 
- 1 < V(p) < 0 ~p false to a certain degree 
0 < V(p)< 1- - 'p  true with strength V(p) 
The meaning of the value V(p) relative to fact or proposition p uncertainty is
very clear and simple looking in its quantification for an expert system user 
(Figure 2). Also we should note that the value is exactly the same as in the 
MYCIN certainty factor model in evaluating a fact's uncertainty, as pointed 
out by Buchanan and Shortliffe in [1, p. 122] and by Prade in [7, p. 133]. 
The existence of this mapping is of great importance for three reasons: 
1. It allows the entire D-P uncertainty propagation process to be adapted to 
the new technique when a fact's uncertainty is quantified by using only 
one value that has a clear meaning for the user. 
2. The main advantage of the D-P model is not lost in this joint treatment of 
uncertainty and imprecision. Imprecision is expressed in terms of fuzzy 
facts. Since the measures N(p) and l-l(p) can be obtained from the 
value V(p), it is possible to work independently, employing the value 
V(p) alone or the pair (N(p), I I (p))  where advisable, at each step of 
the inference process. 
3. Also of great importance is the fact that single-value uncertainty treat- 
ment shows implicit motivations in uncertainty resolution procedures of 
the D-P model; this will be made clear in the next section. It will also 
allow the comparison of these procedures with those of known models. 




I 7 h. 
A " 
0 1 V(p) 
Figure 2. Mapping from (N(p), rI(p)) to V(p). 
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UNCERTAINTY RESOLUTION 
Once the measure V(p) has been defined to quantify a fact's uncertainty, 
every function and procedure of the D-P model has to be adapted to this value 
for each classic uncertainty problem resolution. The behavior of each is 
analyzed in detail after adapting it to the measure V(p). This model makes 
analysis much clearer. 
Uncertainty Propagation 
The D-P model's inference ngine allows a choice among three uncertainty 
propagation methods when a rule's right-hand-side uncertainty is calculated 
from the uncertainty values of both the left-hand side of the rule and the rule 
itself. This selection is made when the knowledge base and the factual 
knowledge are introduced into the system. Therefore the kind of problem that 
the expert system is intended to solve will provide the criterion for choosing 
which function to use. 
The first uncertainty propagation function proposed by Dubois and Prade is 
as follows: 
N(p-~q) >-s] 
N(q -~p) >_ n N(q)  >_ min(s, a) 
N( p) >_ a ~ [I( q) <_ max(1 - n, b) (A) 
r I (p )  _< b 
where N(p ~ q) and N(q ~p) are sufficiency and necessity degrees of p 
for q, respectively. The values of s and n must be between 0 and 1, because 
they are necessity degree bounds. Note that in the PROSPECTOR model 
(Duda et al. [8]), the same concepts are used, but the way of quantifying both 
values by an expert proposing the rule IF p THEN q is significantly different 
in the two models, according to coefficients origin. This uncertainty propaga- 
tion scheme is strictly deduced from the possibility-necessity measure proper- 
ties. 
The other two schemes proposed by Dubois and Prade are the following: 
N(q) = s.a (B) 
1-I(q) = 1 - n( l  - b) 
N(q) = max(0, s + a - 1) (C) 
H(q)  = min(1,1 - n + b) 
Schemes B and C are said by the authors (Dubois and Prade [2]) to be totally 
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heuristic and cannot be justified by means of possibility theory. 
The transformation of (N, II) double-measure uncertainty propagation 
schemes to others where the fact uncertainty of p and q propositions is 
quantified in terms of V(p)  and V(q) values is simple. The Appendix shows 
such a transformation for scheme A. The uncertainty propagation functions 
obtained, once adapted to the measure V, are as follows: 
A 
V(p)  >0 min[s,V(p)]  s" V(p)  
V(p) V(p)  <0 -min[n,  [ V(p)  l] n" V(p)  
V(q) 
B C 
max[O, s + V(p)  - 1] 
-max[O, n + I V(P) I - 1] 
There is no difference between the way the uncertainty is propagated here 
[by using V(p)  and V(q) values] and the way it is propagated in the D-P 
model, since D-P schemes are also used. However, as the resulting schemes 
are simpler, behavior interpretation for each can be made clearer. Thus, the 
following considerations are obtained. 
Given V(p)  > O, the certainty of the conclusion V(q) depends olely on the 
coefficient s. This is correct behavior because n measures the degree to which 
the conclusion agrees when the fact that appears in the left part of the rule IF p 
THEN q is absent. When V(p) < 0, similar behavior is obtained. 
In the following particular cases, the performance of all three uncertainty 
propagation schemes is very similar. 
• V(p)  = 0 = V(q) = 0. If the truth or falsity of the premise of the rule is 
unknown, nothing can be said about the conclusion regardless of the 
"strength" of the rule. 
• V(p)  = 1 ~ V(q) = s. The premise p is true with absolute certainty, 
and the value of the conclusion is given by the sufficiency degree s, 
according to the meaning of this parameter. 
• V(p)= -1  ~ V(q)= -n .  According to the sense of the necessity 
degree n, when this value increases, in order to obtain q the presence of 
p will be more necessary. The extreme case is when n = 1, that is to 
say, absolute necessity of p for obtaining q, and V(p)= -1  (p  is 
false); then V(q) = - 1 (q is false) is obtained. 
• s = O, V(p)  >_ 0 ~ V(q) = 0. If p is absolutely not sufficient for q, 
s -- 0, then the truth of p does not contribute to q's knowledge and there 
is absolute ignorance, V( q) = O. 
Although correct in these extreme situations, these three schemes differ in 
intermediate values for s, n, and V(p) .  Figure 3 represents the case in which 
V(p)  >_ O. It is important to notice that scheme B is exactly the same as the 
MYCIN uncertainty propagation model, if the sufficiency degree s of the IF p 
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THEN q rule is matched by the CF(q, p) certainty factor. Moreover, by 
providing that same rule with a second coefficient n, the necessity degree, we 
would arrive at the same result as if we introduced the rule IF not p THEN q 
into the knowledge base of the system in a certainty factor model, as 
Heckerman [9] points out. 
In conclusion, it can be said that the behavior of each of the three D-P 
schemes becomes clearer when the scheme is transformed, using the corres- 
pondence between the pair (N, II) and the new uncertainty value V(p). The 
type of uncertainty propagation behavior needed and the kind of problems 
introduced into the expert system's knowledge base determine the selection of 
one of the three schemes. 
Uncertainty Combination 
When we have a set of rules with the same conclusion, IF Pi THEN q,"  the 
"combination problem" arises. The D-P model presupposes that uncertainty 
values (N/(q), IIi(q) ) were obtained for the conclusion in each. The final 
values for the conclusion q are obtained from the combination of all the rules 
through the expressions 
H(q)  = min{FIi(q)} and N(q)  = max{N,.(q)} 
which are the result of considering the information given by every rule as a 
fuzzy subset of the set { q, ~ q} and forming the intersection as a fuzzy subset 
of all information. 
In general, a normalization process is necessary to maintain the conditions 
v(q) 
Z 
/ I / / I 
/ I / 
lO l - s  1 
V~p) 
Figure 3. Uncertainty propagation schemes for the rule "if p then q." 
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II(q) >_ N(q) and max[1 - N(q), I I (q)]  = 1: 
min{l-l i(q)} 1 - max{Ni (q)}  
Y I (q ) -  k , N(q) = 1 -  k 
where k = max[min{I] i(q)}, 1 - max{Ni(q)}]. 
In addition, the mapping between (N,  I-I) and V offers ease of interpretation 
in such a proposal, apart from rapidly translating uncertainty combination to 
the proposed model, with only one number for uncertainty assessment. 
Here it is necessary to make distinctions among three different cases: 
1. V/(q) > 0 for all rules where the conclusion is q: 
H i (q )  = 1, N i (q)  = V / (q )= l - l (q )  = 1, N(q) = max{Vi(q)} 
The normalization process is not necessary, and we obtain 
V(q) = max{ V/(q)} 
2. V/(q) < 0 for all rules. In a similar way, we obtain 
V(q) = -max{[  Vi(q)] } 
3. If there are two rules such that V~(q) > 0 and V2(q) < 0, then applying 
the one-to-one function, the D-P uncertainty combination (in which 
normalization is now necessary), and again the one-to-one function, we 
obtain 
V,(q) + V2(q ) 
V(q) = 1 - min[[Vl(q)[,[V2(q)] ] 
which is the same formula as the one used in the certainty factor model 
for combining uncertainty. 
Again, the ability to switch from (N,  l-I) to V(q) values is extremely useful 
in interpreting any D-P proposal. Two important considerations follow from 
this: 
1. When accumulating information, either for or against the same conclu- 
sion q, corresponding to the case in which Vi(q) > 0 or Vi(q) < 0, the 
data obtained do not reinforce each other but take, as a final value, the 
maximum "credibi l i ty" given by the different information. This is a 
controversial subject, and it would seem more logical to consider that 
credibility should be reinforced when information favoring a fact is 
obtained: 
V(q) = Vl(q) + V2(q ) - V,(q) • V2(q) if V/(q) _> 0 
Here are two options. The choice between the two will depend upon the 
problem to be dealt with. 
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2. Uncertainty combination, resulting from D-P model adaptation to the 
V/(q) measure, is not associative. This problem arises when some rules 
with V/(q) > 0 or with V/(q) < 0 are combined. This is very easy to 
check with simple numeric examples. Therefore, it would be a serious 
disadvantage to use the new model should such an option be chosen. 
The (N, I-I), V mapping shows its full potential for solving such problems. 
Since combining uncertainty with the double value (N, I-I) is an associative 
method, when the propagation process reaches this point in the inference chain 
V(p)  values can be transformed into the pair values (N(p) ,  I I(p)), and the 
uncertainty combination can then take place following the D-P expressions and 
allowing the final result to be expressed again in V(q) values through the 
one-to-one function. In this way, the nonassociative problem of uncertainty 
combination is satisfactorily resolved. 
Premise Conjunction 
Often, in rule-based systems, the left-hand side of a rule is a conjunction of 
propositions, p = p~ A P2 A • • • A Pn. To obtain the necessity and the possibil- 
ity of the composite proposition, Dubois and Prade proposed the formulas 
I-l(p) = min{Fl(pi)} 
and 
N(p)  = min{N(P i )  } 
When the values of V(Pi) are  known, translation in terms of V(p)  is very 
easy, and, for all cases considered, the same result is obtained: 
V(p)  = min{ V(P i )}  
Once again this is the MYCIN method. 
Fuzzy Facts Uncertainty 
As mentioned in the introduction, the greatest contribution of the 
possibility-necessity quantification with double measure is that it allows for 
fuzzy facts using Zadeh's possibility distributions. 
Suppose there is a fuzzy fact p = X is A and, in a rule's left-hand side, the 
proposition p'  = X is A', A and A' being fuzzy predicates expressed as 
fuzzy subsets of the same universe U. The proposition p uncertainty values 
are obtained by matching both fuzzy propositions. More precisely, the p fact 
possibility, I I (p),  is obtained according to Zadeh's possibility distribution 
concepts: 
1-I(p) = Poss(X is A[ X is A') = sup{min[PA(U),PA,(U)] uEU} 
where #A and iz A, are the membership functions of fuzzy sets A and A', 
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respectively. The necessity of p, N(p) ,  is obtained from the duality existing 
between the possibility and necessity measures: 
N(p) : 1 - I I (  ~ p)  : inf{max[/~A(u), 1 - /zA,(u)] u~U} 
Nevertheless, when p is a vague proposition that involves fuzzy predicates, 
it is no longer true that N(p) > 0 = I-l(p) = 1 and I I (p )  < 1 = N(p) = 0; 
only FI(p) _> N(p) is true. So, to have the condition max[1 - N(p), I I (p) l  
= 1, which plays a basic role in obtaining V(p) from the values of N(p)  and 
I I (p) ,  it is necessary to normalize these two values. This is once again 
debatable and has no justification in the theory. 
In the proposed model, the way of dealing with fuzzy facts, described 
earlier, can be maintained, because once the fuzzy fact p values N(p) ,  I I (p )  
are obtained we can immediately obtain the uncertainty value V(p). 
It is possible to make use of all the D-P model's advantages because of the 
relation between the pairs (N, II) and the value V, after they are adapted to 
the new proposed technique. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The newly proposed technique, based on quantifying a fact's uncertainty by 
a single value, seems to offer distinct advantages over the necessity-possibility 
double numeric quantification, especially in the following aspects: 
,, Simplicity for the expert system user, both in the valuation of the truth or 
falsity of a fact and in decision making. The results of deductions carried 
out by the expert system are quantified by a single uncertainty value. 
• Clarification of different operators can be used for uncertainty propagation 
and combination. The choice of the most adequate uncertainty propagation 
method for any given problem to be solved with the expert system is given 
to the expert for whom the knowledge base is being designed, as a result 
of this clarification process. 
The necessity-possibility ~ V relation potential is now clear. It provides 
important advantages, uch as the following: 
1. It allows the use of all the D-P model procedures with the corresponding 
advantages, especially when dealing with uncertainty and vagueness 
simultaneously, the latter being expressed in terms of fuzzy sets. 
2. More precisely, it allows for the adaptation of widely spread models, 
such as certainty factor models that deal only with uncertainty, in 
situations where fuzzy knowledge exists. This involves introducing 
Zadeh's contributions to uncertainty treatment through these factors. 
3. It takes into account problems such as nonassociativity in uncertainty 
combination and solves them easily. Without the relation between (N, YI) 
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and V, it would be very difficult to solve such problems. The system can 
use both forms of uncertainty management, employing the most useful at 
any given time. 
APPENDIX:  ANALYS IS  OF  THE MEASURE V(p) 
The function V :D~[ -1 ,1 ] ,  defined as V(p) =N(p)  + I I (p ) -  1, 
allows for the measure V(p) to quantify the uncertainty of fact p by fulfilling 
the following properties: 
1. The values V(p) are to be found in the interval [ -  1, 1]: 
N(p)  = 0 ~ V(p) = I I (p )  - 1} 
0_<n(p)_< 1 . ~-1_< V(p)_<0 
H(p) = 1- ,  V(p) = N(p)~ 0 <<_ V(p) < 1 
2. The mapping from (N(p), H(p))  into V(p) is one-to-one: 
V(p) = V(q) --* N(p)  + H(p) - 1 = U(q) + H(q) - 1 
--* N(p)  + H(p)  = N(q) + r I (q)  
N(p)  = 0 ~ H(p)= N(q)+ r I (q)  ] 
N( q) 0 o n(p)  1 / 
N(q)  >0=~H(q)  = 1] H(p)  =H(q)  
(N(R) ,H(R) )  = (N(q) ,H(q) )  
H(p) = 1--, N(p)  = N(q) + H(q) - 1] 
0~N(p)_< 1 ~ H(q)  = 1 
n (q)  < 1 = N(q) = 0 I N(p)  = N(q) 
--' (N(p) ,H(p) )  = (U(q) ,H(q) )  
3. The transformation (N,  H)~ V has an inverse (as a consequence of 
being one-to-one). I f  r is a number contained in the interval [ -1 ,  1], 
then we must find a pair (N(p), l-I(p)) with N(p) = 0 or I I (p )  = 1, 
so that N(p) + I I (p )  - 1 = r. 
- l _<r_<0 is the pair(0,  r+  1) image 
0_<r_< 1 is the pa i r ( r ,1 )  image 
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This means that the inverse function V-1 is 
V- ' :  [ -1 ,  1] - - 'D  
-1 <_ V(p) <_O~N(p) =0, 
0 <_ V(p) < 1 - - 'U (p)  = V(p), 
4. The function V keeps the order: 
(0, I-I(p)) _ (0, H(q) )  ~ V(p)  = I-I(p) - 
V(q) = H(q)  
(N(p) ,  1) < (N(q) ,  1 )~ V(p) = N(p) 
V(q) = N(q) 
(0, 1-I(p)) _< (N(q), 1)--, V(p)  = n(p)  - 1 
V(q) = N(q) >_ 0 
H(p)  = V( p )  + 1 
n(p)  = 1 
1} 
1 ~ V(p)  <_ V(q)  
} ~ V(p) <_ V(q) 
<_ 
0 I ~ V(p) <_ V(q) 
) 
This is important because if we are given the facts p and q and the 
fact that p is less true than q, the following three conditions can be 
formulated: 
(0, FI(p)) _< (0, H(q) )  
(N(p) ,  1) _< (N(q) ,  1) 
(0, l-I(p)) _< (N(q) ,  1) 
Hence, if the V(p) measure is used, it maintains the same relation to 
credibility as the foregoing. 
5. Any method of uncertainty management that uses the pair (N(p), H(p)) 
can be easily transferred to any corresponding procedure using the 
measure V(p). For example, for the uncertainty propagation scheme A, 
we would find the following: 
I I (q) = max[l - n ,H(p) ]  
N(q) = min[s,N(p)] 
V(p)>O__. {H(P) = 1 ~ /1 - l (q )=max( l -n ,1 )  = 1 
- N(p) V(p) [ N(q) min[s, V(p)]  
-~ V(q) = min[s, V(p)]  
V(p)<O__, {I-I(P)= V(p)+ I _, {H(q)=max[ 1 -n 'V(p)+ I] 
- N(p) 0 N(q) min(s,0) = 0 
--* V(q)= max[1-  n,V(p) + 1] -  1= -min[n, lV(p)[] 
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